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This is taken partly from my 16/2/17 response to the UK government’s Green Paper on Corporate 
Governance (the full response is at http://bit.ly/AlexCorpGov) and partly from my 25/8/17 letter to the 
SEC on pay ratio disclosure at https://www.sec.gov/comments/pay-ratio-statement/cll3-2243333-
160868.pdf.  

 

1. Question 4: Should a new pay ratio reporting requirement be introduced? If so, what form of 
reporting would be most useful? How can misleading interpretations and inappropriate 
comparisons … be avoided? Would other measures be more effective? 

1.1 Public trust, perceptions of fairness, and concerns about income inequality are very important issues. I 
share the intent behind ratio disclosure, but it may actually do far more harm than good.  

1.2 Pay ratios give the impression of being comparable across companies when they are not. The ratio will 
automatically vary across industries and so is not comparable. For example, it is lower in investment 
banks than supermarkets, but because mid-level bankers are well-paid, rather than because executives 
are not.  Even within-industry comparisons are misleading: 

1.2.i A hotel chain that operates a franchise model will have a much lower ratio than one that owns 
and manages its own hotels.  

1.2.ii A firm that outsources its operations or moves them overseas will have a lower ratio (vs the US 
workforce) than a firm that has a strong domestic US workforce. 

1.2.iii A firm that operates a high level of investment in training or superior working conditions, or 
offers low and/or flexible hours and generous holiday entitlements, will have a higher ratio than 
one that concentrates the employee value proposition around pay only.  

1.2.iv A firm that chooses to replace low-paid jobs with automation will have a lower ratio than one 
that does not.  

1.2.v High-growth firms naturally have higher pay ratios than mature firms – see Frydman and 
Papanikolaou (2017). 

1.3 Pay ratios will inevitably be compared across companies, generally leading to misleading conclusions, 
which will not improve public or investor understanding of the dynamics of executive pay. More serious 
that being simply uninformative, pay ratios may drive unintended behaviour – i.e. not only will they 
reflect firm behaviour poorly, but they may affect firm behaviour perversely. 

1.3.i CEOs below the median may increase the ratio to the median. 

1.3.ii CEOs may be less willing to hire low-paid workers, instead to outsource or automate. 

1.3.iii CEOs may compensate their workers with cash salary, rather than on-the-job training, superior 
working conditions etc. since only the former affects the pay ratio.  

 I am not assuming that pay ratios will be used blindly and other measures will be ignored. 
Qualitative dimensions could be separately disclosed, but quantitative dimensions will 
always attract more attention – just as test scores substantially impact school choice, even 
though schools can disclose extra-curricular activities. Other quantitative dimensions of 
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CEO pay (e.g. horizons) could also be disclosed.  However, the pay ratio will likely get far 
more focus since it is emotive. Indeed, the current discussion of ratios typically excludes 
reference to non-financial worker pay, other stakeholders, or long-term value.  

 A substantial literature (e.g. Maslow (1943), Herzberg (1956)) shows that, after their basic 
physical needs are met, employees are primarily motivated by qualitative dimensions such 
as opportunities for advancement, and meaningful work. Thus, a focus on pay ratios will 
encourage CEOs to pay workers in a form that they value less. 

1.3.iv CEOs may focus exclusively on increasing worker salary, rather than other dimensions of social 
responsibility (such as customers, suppliers, and the environment). 

1.3.v If the CEO has underperformed (and is paid less), this may be a pretext to reduce or not increase 
worker pay, to keep the ratio roughly constant.  But, the CEO should be held much more 
accountable for poor performance than workers.  Workers should be treated well regardless of 
the level of CEO pay. For example, former J.C. Penney CEO Ron Johnson’s pay fell 97% in 
2012 due to poor performance. Worker pay did not fall to maintain a ratio in even the same 
ballpark, nor should it have done. Ratio disclosure may make underperforming CEOs look 
good. 

1.4 Pay ratios establish the idea that lower ratios are good and higher ratios are bad, but the rigorous 
evidence is that high pay ratios are actually linked to superior long-term performance: 

1.4.i Mueller, Ouimet, and Simintzi (2017) show that, in the UK, high pay ratios are associated with 
higher long-term profitability and firm value. 

1.4.ii Faleye, Reis, and Venkateswaran (2013) study US data and summarize their results as follows:  

 “We find that employees do not perceive higher pay ratios as an inequitable outcome. 

 We do not find a negative relation between relative pay and employee productivity. 

 We find that firm value and operating performance both increase with relative pay.” 

1.5 There are several potential reasons for this positive link 

1.5.i High executive pay attracts and incentivizes top talent, increasing the size of the pie for all. 

1.5.ii High executive pay is due to strong long-term firm performance, again increasing the pie. 

1.5.iii High executive pay motivates employees to stay at the firm, work hard and get promoted. 
Indeed, promotion prospects mean that entry-level employees willingly work for low pay. We 
should consider the trajectory of worker pay across a career, not just at a point in time.  

1.6 The first two reasons highlight a major concern with pay ratios: they are about splitting a fixed pie. The 
assumption is that, by reducing the CEO’s share of the pie, there is more for employees. Instead, the 
focus should be on incentivising CEOs to grow the pie for the benefit of all. Median CEO pay in the 
S&P 500 is $10m. Median firm size in the S&P 500 is over $20b. Thus, paying to attract a CEO that 
adds just 1% more to firm value is 4 times (200/5) as effective than halving the CEO’s pay.  

1.6.i Indeed, while critics typically focus on errors of commission (bad actions such as allegedly 
excessive CEO pay), much more detrimental for society is errors of omission (failure to take 
good actions, such as innovation). Those losses can be substantial. For example, if Google had 
not developed such an efficient search engine or mapping device, or banks not developed an 
online system so quickly, ordinary people’s lives would be much more difficult.  
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1.6.ii This perspective changes the view that only the elites have benefited in recent years. While 
average incomes have risen more slowly than top incomes (since top jobs are increasingly 
scalable), ordinary people have benefited in many non-financial ways, such as access to online 
banking, shopping, and customer reviews. These innovations have transformed their lives, often 
at zero cost. The focus should be on incentivizing executives not to coast but to increase the pie 
for all, rather than holding down their share to the detriment of the overall pie.  

1.7 Arguments against high pay ratios are typically based on fairness and equality. Both notions are 
important, but both must be critically discussed.  

1.7.i Fairness does not mean equality, but that the reward is commensurate with contribution. A fair 
grade on a test does not mean that everybody receives the same grade. In a corporate context, 
the evidence shows that CEOs have a substantially greater effect on firm value than employees.  

 Excessive executive pay can indeed demoralize workers. However, “excessive” pay is pay 
unmerited by performance. Pay should depend upon performance, not average pay. An 
executive cannot excuse poor performance (and thus demand high pay) by claiming that 
workers are still well-paid. While fairness must indeed be improved, the best way of doing 
so is to tie pay to long-term value creation rather than short-term profit: see section 1. The 
public typically does not begrudge high pay (in any profession) if it is seen to be merited. 

 Improvements in disclosure, e.g. on net pay and the link between wealth and performance 
(discussed later in paragraph 1.12.i), will help alleviate any demoralising effect. 

1.7.ii Pay ratios aim to achieve equality by bringing the CEO down. Instead, equality is best achieved 
by incentivizing the CEO to bring everyone else up. By tying the CEO’s pay to the long-run 
stock price, the CEO has incentives to treat workers well. Equality is not best solved by making 
everyone equally poor. 

1.8 CEO and workers compete in very different markets, and so there is no reason for their pay to be linked 
– just a solo singer’s pay bears no relation to a bassist’s pay, or an athlete’s to a physiotherapist’s.  

1.8.i Gabaix and Landier (2008), one of the most influential finance papers of the millennium, shows 
that the rise in pay ratios can be fully justified as efficient. To illustrate their argument with an 
analogy, Wayne Rooney is not more talented than Pele, but is paid far more because football is 
now a multi-billion dollar industry, due to a global marketplace. Even if Rooney is only slightly 
better than the next best striker, this can have a huge effect on Man United’s profits.  

1.8.ii Just as the football industry has got much bigger, so have firms. Firms also now compete in a 
global marketplace, and so it is worth paying top dollar for top talent. Average firm size in the 
FTSE 100 is £8b. Thus, even if a CEO contributes only 1% more to firm value than the next-
best alternative, this contribution is worth £80m – much higher than the £5m average salary. 
As we can see from the significant number of non-UK CEOs in the FTSE 100 (and UK 
executives abroad), there is an international market for top executives and the UK must remain 
internationally competitive. While salary is not the only determinant of an executive’s decision 
whether to locate in the UK, we must also ensure that we do not reduce the non-monetary 
attractions of working in the UK (e.g. by promoting a distrustful anti-business environment).  

1.8.iii The Gabaix-Landier hypothesis is not just an abstract theory, but can be tested. They show that 
the increase in pay between 1980 and 2003 (in the US) can be fully explained by the rise in firm 
size over that time. An update studying 2004-11 shows that subsequent changes were also 
linked to firm size – in 2007-9, firm size fell by 17%, and CEO pay by 28%. 
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1.8.iv Turning to the UK, paragraph 1.3 of the Green Paper quotes a concern that “rising levels of 
executive pay over the last 15 years has not been in line with the performance of the FTSE over 
the same period.” The flatness of the FTSE is an often-quoted statistic, but misleading. The 
FTSE 100 is driven by the very largest firms since it is value-weighted. In contrast, the (equal-
weighted) average market cap in the FTSE 100 has grown by 5.6% per year since 1996. In 
addition, the starting point of the “flat FTSE” statistic is often hand-picked to be 2000, when 
the stock market was at its peak. I choose 1996 because this is the first year in which final salary 
pensions are properly included in pay figures.  

1.8.v Relatedly, one reason for the rise in reported pay levels is that the measure of CEO pay did not 
include pensions in the past. The changing ways of measuring pay are a critical reason for the 
rise in the reported pay ratio over time but ignored in most discussions of the rise.  

1.8.vi What we see with executive pay is seen throughout society – executives are not anomalous. 
Small differences in performance lead to large differences in reward among athletes, musicians, 
and actors. Kaplan and Rauh (2010) show that high CEO pay has not been a major cause of the 
rise in inequality – it has risen much more slowly than pay in law, hedge funds, and PE/VC. 
CEOs are only a small subset of elites in general. While inequality is a critical social issue, it is 
much better addressed by broader measures, e.g. a high income tax for incomes above £1 
million. It is not clear why CEOs should be targeted more than other high earners. 

1.8.vii The same argument does not apply to employees. A CEO’s actions are typically scalable (see 
Edmans, Gabaix, and Landier (2009) for evidence). For example, if the CEO implements a new 
production technology, or improves corporate culture, this can be rolled out firm-wide, and thus 
has a larger effect in a larger firm. 1% is £10m in a £1b firm, but £80m in a £8b firm. In contrast, 
most employees’ actions are less scalable. An engineer who has the capacity to service 10 
machines creates £50,000 of value regardless of whether the firm has 100 or 1,000 machines. 
In short, CEOs and employees compete in very different markets, one which scales with firm 
size and the other which scales less so. Thus, the pay ratio is a misleading number. 

1.8.viii The above assumes that a CEO is important to firm value. One criticism is that she is only one 
of many employees. However, there is abundant evidence supporting the importance of CEOs. 
The papers in paragraph 1.3 of my Green Paper Response show large effects of CEO contracts. 
Moreover, increasing the CEO’s equity stake (and not changing anything else) improves firm 
value by 4-10% per year (Von Lilienfeld-Toal and Ruenzi (2014)).   

1.9 There are several other concerns with disclosing pay ratios (see also Murphy (2012)): 

1.9.i A focus on the ratio may lead to a decoupling of pay from performance. A CEO might be able 
to justify high pay, despite poor performance, if workers are overpaid. 

 It is critically important to separate two issues: the quantum of pay, and its relationship with 
performance.  As Jensen and Murphy (1990) wrote in a famous Harvard Business Review 
piece, entitled “CEO Incentives – It’s Not How Much You Pay, But How”, “The critics have 
it wrong. There are serious problems with CEO compensation, but “excessive” pay is not 
the biggest issue. The relentless focus on how much CEOs are paid diverts public attention 
from the real problem – how CEOs are paid.” Fair pay is critically important to win the 
public’s trust, but fairness is pay that is not linked to performance, rather than being high 
per se. The focus should be on linking pay to performance (see Section 1), rather than 
attempting to address the quantum in isolation via ratio disclosure.   
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1.9.ii The level of CEO pay has a very small effect on firm value (0.06%). Far more important is the 
horizon of pay (see paragraph 1.3 of my Green Paper Response). Boards, investors, and society 
could focus excessively on this ratio, while ignoring the other (more important) dimensions.  

 Indeed, shareholders typically do not see pay as excessive. The common argument is that 
high pay results from dispersed shareholders. Private equity shareholders are engaged and 
reform many things in a company, even firing the CEO. However, they rarely cut pay. 
Instead, they tie pay more closely to performance. Since this change improves performance, 
the level of pay actually increases (Cronqvist and Fahlenbrach (2013)). Thus, engaged 
shareholders do not reform the pay ratio but other, more important dimensions. 

1.9.iii Where the level of CEO pay is an issue, it is a symptom of a more general corporate governance 
problem (e.g. of dispersed shareholders). Focusing on the pay ratio may allow a firm to put a 
sticking-plaster over the more general problem by fixing the ratio.  

1.9.iv The ratio will automatically vary across industries and so is not comparable. For example, it is 
lower in Goldman Sachs than John Lewis, but because mid-level bankers are well-paid, rather 
than because executives are not. Even within-industry comparisons are misleading since median 
pay will depend on the proportion of outsourced and part-time workers (likely excluded from 
the ratio), which countries a firm operates in and local wage costs, and the capital-labour mix.  

1.10 More serious that being simply uninformative, pay ratios may drive unintended behaviour. 

1.10.i CEOs below the median may increase the ratio to the median. 

1.10.ii CEOs may be less willing to hire low-paid workers, instead to outsource or automate. 

1.10.iii CEOs may compensate their workers with cash salary, rather than on-the-job training, superior 
working conditions etc. since only the former affects the pay ratio.  

 I am not assuming that pay ratios will be used blindly and all other measures will be ignored. 
Qualitative dimensions could be separately disclosed, but quantitative dimensions will 
always attract more attention – just as A-level league tables substantially impact school 
choice, even though schools can disclose extra-curricular activities. Other quantitative 
dimensions of CEO pay (e.g. horizons) could also be disclosed.  However, the pay ratio will 
likely get far more focus since it is emotive. Indeed, the current discussion of ratios typically 
excludes reference to non-financial worker pay, other stakeholders, or long-term value.  

 A substantial literature (e.g. Maslow (1943), Herzberg (1956)) shows that, after their basic 
physical needs are met, employees are primarily motivated by qualitative dimensions such 
as opportunities for advancement, and meaningful work. Thus, a focus on pay ratios will 
encourage CEOs to pay workers in a form that they value less. 

1.10.iv CEOs may focus exclusively on increasing worker salary, rather than other dimensions of social 
responsibility (such as customers, suppliers, and the environment). 

1.10.v If the CEO has underperformed (and is paid less), this may be a pretext to reduce or not increase 
worker pay, to keep the ratio roughly constant.  But, the CEO should be held much more 
accountable for poor performance than workers.  Workers should be treated well regardless of 
the level of CEO pay. For example, former Burberry CEO Christopher Bailey’s pay fell by 75% 
due to poor performance. Worker pay did not fall to maintain a ratio in even the same ballpark, 
nor should it have done. Ratio disclosure may make underperforming CEOs look good. 
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1.11 Ratio disclosure is costly to implement. The US Securities and Exchange Commission estimated a first-
year cost of $1.3bn and ongoing annual costs exceeding $520m. There is often no centralised payroll 
system; in a global firm, employees are hired and paid locally, and the employment regulations are 
local. Transmitting this information to a UK HQ is expensive, particular given the recent EU Data 
Protection Directive that tightens rules on data transfers outside the EU. 

1.12 However, disclosure can be improved along several other dimensions. All cost little to implement: 

1.12.i Firms should disclose not only the executive’s pay over the last year(s), but also the change in 
her wealth. Disclosing this change in wealth may substantially increase the public’s perception 
of fairness. For example, contrary to the belief that Bear Stearns CEO Jimmy Cayne got off 
scot-free from his firm’s collapse, his wealth fell by $950m. 

1.12.ii Firms should disclose not only the percentage change in the firm’s stock price over the last 
year(s), but the pound sterling change in firm value, perhaps benchmarked to a peer group. For 
example, if the stock price rose by 5% in an £8b firm, this is a rise of £400m. Since CEO pay 
is a pound sterling number, this allows for an apples-to-apples comparison. 

 Of course, the £400m increase cannot be entirely attributed to the CEO; it may stem from 
other employees. However, with this number, the public can back out what the CEO’s 
contribution must be for pay to be fair. If the CEO’s pay is £5m, then if it is plausible that 
she is responsible for 1.25% of the value increase, then her pay is fair. 

 Such a measure also helps balance out the cost of the CEO with her potential value creation, 
i.e. highlights pie-enlarging rather than just pie-splitting. 

1.12.iii Firms should disclose hypothetical net executive pay as well as gross. This will improve 
perceptions of fairness by taking into account something that the government is already using 
to reduce inequality – income tax. 

 A witness submission to the Corporate Governance Inquiry wrote that “chief executives took 
home £4.1m” in 2010. In fact, after taxes, they likely “took home” around £2-2.5m. 

 We will not know the exact net pay, since this will depend on the executive’s tax status. 
However, firms can disclose a hypothetical net pay based on income tax rates. While not 
perfect, this is a much closer measure of how much the executive actually takes home.  

1.12.iv Firms should disclose the vesting schedule of equity. A CEO with £100k of equity vesting in 1 
year and £1m in 5 years will likely have a longer horizon than one with £1m vesting in 5 years 
and £100k in 1 year. This leads to transparency of how much the CEO is paid and when. 

1.12.v Firms should disclose their executive contracts. At present, these contracts are available upon 
request at an AGM, so they are not considered confidential. Making them available online 
would significantly increase transparency, in particular on performance criteria and horizons. 
Relatedly, the end date of contracts should be disclosed in annual reports, given evidence that 
impending contract termination has a causal effect on behaviour. As the termination date 
approaches, the quality of innovation and the resources allocated to exploratory R&D fall 
(Gonzalez-Uribe and Groen-Xu (2016)) and risk-taking falls (Cziraki and Groen-Xu (2016)), 
potentially because CEOs act excessively conservatively to maximize the chances of renewal. 
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